DEFENCE
INDUSTRY INTELLIGENCE
OIDA Strategic Intelligence’s interactive Defence CUBE Hub has the most inclusive data available in the naval defence area as it compares and crosses information to help you answer your commercial needs.

- Provides a global perspective of system and technology proliferation.
- Understands current geographical and product markets, product positioning, segments, and services.
- Discerns competitors strategy’s.
- Identifies and evaluates strategic partnership opportunities.
- Identifies potential opportunities of mergers and acquisitions.
- Identifies potential clients by following the latest projects and offers.
- Identifies the appropriate partner into the Defence Technological and Industrial Base of a country.
A peculiar Data Model based upon a specific approach for the naval industry, structurally articulated around significant dimensions of the sector.
THE PERFECT INTELLIGENCE TOOL

Already in use in the French Navy!
Our data solution has been implemented on board the French aircraft carrier CVN Charles de Gaulle for a new comprehensive threat approach.

Already used by top defence companies!
OIDA Strategic Intelligence’s dashboards are customized to answer the very needs of our customers:
- National DTIB,
- Naval Industry,
- Market,
- Order of Battle (OOB),
- Etc.

OIDA Strategic Intelligence’s interactive Defence CUBE Hub is provided to our customers with a standard version in addition of TWO customised dashboards. A capability comparator is integrated.